Annual Report 2019
The surge in public concern for the environment in 2019 took many of us
by surprise. Who could have imagined that a schoolgirl, sitting alone in the
cold outside the Swedish parliament, would inspire a global movement
harnessing the power of young people to school their elders? Who would
have imagined those elders sitting down in London roads to block traffic, at
their wits’ ends about what else to do to produce the change they seek?
From a funding perspective it was a model year to observe how different
actors playing different roles can act in concert to shift the dial on
environmental issues. In a simplistic take, years of patient work by a huge
range of environmental organisations laid the groundwork for the activism
that took off in 2019. With support from funders and NGOs, that activism
brought pressure to bear on corporations and government, opening
previously deaf ears to the policy proposals and other solutions offered by
the sector. And what now is the environment sector? In the last year we have
met far more lawyers, advertisers, retailers, investors and others who are
trying to figure out their roles in the new environmentalism than ever before.
The uptick in interest from the public has been mirrored among funders. In
2019 we added an extraordinary 165 new funders to EFN’s mailing list – a host of
people keen to meet other funders, leapfrog the early stages of environmental
philanthropy, find effective grantees and start collaborating. Members who
have been coming to EFN gatherings for years tell us of their surprise at the
numbers of new people they are now encountering through our meetings.
We see this as a great responsibility. What can EFN help accomplish that
is more than the sum of its parts? The scale of the challenge we face will
require that sort of emergent magic: working alone, in silos, is just not going to
cut it. In 2019 more funders started coming together to align their strategies
around legal work, sustainable agriculture, financial reform, and more. We
are looking to 2020 – a global policy ‘super year’, as so many have called it –
to be a year in which more funders join up to act in concert themselves.
For a small organisation, EFN works in varied ways to bring in much more
money to support environmental causes, improve the effectiveness of
environmental philanthropy and strengthen the environmental sector.
For those who participate in just one aspect of the network, that variety of
our work may not always be evident. We are pleased to provide this short
report outlining the breadth of what we do.
Florence Miller		
Hugh Raven
Director			Chair

EFN aims to:
improve the effectiveness of environmental philanthropy and
increase the amounts of support going to environmental causes
Towards these ends, EFN has three main work areas:
Improving the effectiveness of
environmental philanthropy
Our research indicates remarkably low
levels of funding for environmental causes
from UK trusts and foundations; £105–115
million per year for the ten years for
which we have data (up to 2016). Given
such a paucity of funding, every pound
must be spent as effectively as possible.
We work to improve the effectiveness
of environmental philanthropy by:
keeping funders up to date on key issues
and approaches (through meetings,
publications and newsletters); fostering
relationships between funders to facilitate
useful collaborations (through meetings,
events and our annual retreat); introducing
them to effective actors (NGOs and
otherwise); and producing informative
publications, including our research that
provides otherwise inaccessible insights
into the funding landscape.

Expanding environmental
philanthropy
To address the low levels of funding
for environmental causes, we work to
cultivate and support new donors for
environmental causes, aiming to increase
total giving levels to at least £500 million
per year by 2025. Our work is aimed at
individuals and foundations that do not

currently support environmental causes
at scale, but have the means and possible
interest to do so because of the overlap
between environmental issues and their
mission. Our activity in this area includes
events and publications designed to
inspire and encourage environmental
philanthropy, drawing out connections
between environmental and other issues
of concern, and encouraging peer-to-peer
knowledge exchange. It also includes
meetings for philanthropy and wealth
advisers, to help inform their knowledge of
effective environmental philanthropy.

Improving the effectiveness of 		
the environment sector
The findings of our research studies,
surveying the chief executives of UK
environmental organisations, produced
new insights into the sector and its
needs. We have developed initiatives to

‘There is a wealth of
knowledge and insights
in EFN, and it has proved
extremely useful to me in
my role, so I just wanted to
say thank you!’

‘Joining EFN last year was one of the best things I did …
Climate breakdown and biodiversity loss are the two key
threats to all life on this planet … I think people are waking
up to this in no small part thanks to EFN.’
respond to the main findings, helping
to coordinate funders and the sector to
address some of the key needs revealed by
the surveys. Thus far we have focused on
fostering more collaboration in the sector,
strengthening its communications and
framing skills through workshops
and webinars, and creating a Rapid
Response Fund to address the need for
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quickly accessible funds that allow the
sector to respond to unexpected crises
and opportunities.
EFN occupies a unique niche within the
environment sector; we are the only UK
organisation convening and networking
environmental funders, and one of few
organisations with a bird’s-eye view of
the sector.

After 15 years as a project housed within another charitable trust, we became a charity in
December 2018. The network thrived during our first year as an independent organisation,
and has been expanding at a crucial moment in time for environmental issues: over 100
individual donors and over 150 trusts (more than ever before) were represented at our
meetings, and 165 new funders joined EFN’s mailing list. Our annual retreat for funders
was, with 80 attendees, our largest yet.

Highlights from 2019 include:
A broad range of events, from a lunch
with Ed Miliband MP, Caroline Lucas
MP and Laura Sandys (former MP), to
a meeting with Indigenous leaders
from Brazil testifying to the challenges
they are facing in protecting their
land and communities. In addition to
our quarterly meetings, we convened
funders for over a dozen ad hoc
meetings focused on topics such as
using evidence in conservation funding
and planning.
l

Publication of our latest Where the
Green Grants Went report, which tracks
grants from UK-based foundations to
environmental causes.
l

The launch of a new Climate Funders
sub-group, in partnership with the Climate
Change Collaboration of the Mark Leonard,
JJ Charitable and Ashden Trusts. That
group now has nearly 70 funders sharing
intelligence about their grantmaking
strategies and the best ideas for tackling
climate change.
l

Our range of events to engage new
donors with environmental causes, on
climate change philanthropy, rewilding,
Australia’s environment, sustainable
finance and more. Partners including
Nexus, JP Morgan, Philanthropy Impact
and Coutts helped us expand our reach.

Funds raised: we facilitated the deployment
of over £200,000 within weeks of receiving
proposals, from EFN members signed
up to our Rapid Response Fund, to help
organisations seize unexpected opportunities
or respond to unexpected crises. We also
helped raise the profile of (and £60,000
for) three hugely dynamic and growing
environmental initiatives that filled a niche
occupied by no others, through our annual
partnership with The Funding Network.
l

Our Reframe series on best practice in
framing and communicating environmental
issues, aimed at both NGOs and funders.
In 2019 our five webinars, each led by
experts on different aspects of framing
and communications, attracted nearly
400 registrants from across the sector and
excellent feedback from participants.

l

Convening 50 fundraisers from around
the sector, and then launching the Green
Fundraisers Forum, an online network
to help foster greater collaboration on
fundraising among NGOs.
l

l

‘EFN is just incredibly useful
for meeting other funders,
finding proposals from
different organisations, etc.’

EFN Governance, Finances and
Membership Contributions
The Environmental Funders Network is registered
as a charity in England and Wales (number 1181318).
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Images of (and by) EFN members in action. From top: Hugh
Raven and the Open Seas Trust; Blue-throated Macaw by
Kevin Cox; Ben Goldsmith with beaver dam; EFN members
discuss conservation finance at Fishmongers’ Hall; Ania Manser
planting a tree for Woodland Trust, Langley Vale – part of its
WWI project; ‘smog alert’ – photo from ClientEarth Warsaw,
funded by Kestrelman Trust; Savitri’s Devika Waney and
colleagues visiting the Great Bear Rainforest with NGO Canopy.

EFN Funders
EFN would like to thank those funders
that have supported the network
financially for the 2019 financial year,
through membership contributions and
grants (note that in 2019 we changed
our financial year-end from 31 March
to 31 December, so this only represents
funds we received during that ninemonth period):
Andrew Douglas Foundation
Anthony Rae Foundation
Ashden Trust
Bacon Foundation
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Catherine Bryan and Tim Yetman
Charities Aid Foundation
Children’s Investment Fund Foundation
Craignish Trust
Daylesford Foundation
Donald and Lady Rice
Edward Hoare Charitable Fund
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
European Climate Foundation
The Fishmongers’ Company’s Fisheries
Charitable Trust
Foundation for Integrated Transport
Frederick Mulder Foundation
French American Charitable Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
Gilchrist Educational Trust
Global Greengrants Fund
Gower Street
J Leon & Company
JAM Today
Jamie Andrews
John Ellerman Foundation
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Foundation
Kestrelman Trust
Kevin Cox
Margaret Hayman Charitable Trust
The Marmot Trust
Martin Stanley
MAVA Foundation
McIntosh Foundation
Melissa Murdoch

Miranda Trust
Network for Social Change
On the EDGE Conservation
Oxfordshire Trust for the Environment
Patsy Wood Trust
Polden-Puckham Charitable Foundation
The Prince of Wales’s Charitable Fund
Rob Button
Rothschild Foundation
Samworth Foundation
Savitri Waney Charitable Trust
Serve All Trust
Solberga Foundation
Synchronicity Earth
Tatiana von der Pahlen
Taurus Foundation
Thousand Currents
Tinsley Charitable Trust
Tudor Trust
William Grant Foundation
Anonymous foundation
Anonymous individual

Particular thanks to these foundations
for their higher-level support:
Arcadia
Mark Leonard Trust
Schroder Foundation
Waterloo Foundation

Many thanks for in-kind support and
events partnership from:
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
The Fishmongers’ Company
Prospectus
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